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WEALTH OF DISCOVERY ENGINES

ZTF
LIGO/Virgo

LSST

ATLAS

Catalina Sky Survey

TESS

..and 
many 
others



RAPID DISSEMINATION OF ALERT DATA
▸ Advances in data reduction 

pipelines and technology make 
it possible to issue survey alerts 
within minutes of shutter close

ZTF Alert Handling System.   

From: Patterson et al. (2019) 
arXiv:1902.02227



DISCOVERIES OFTEN REQUIRE FOLLOW-UP OBSERVATIONS
▸ 2016 study emphasized the wide range of LSST science for 

which additional observations would be required

From:  Najita et al (2016) 
“Maximizing Science in the Era of 
LSST: A Community-based Study of 
Needed US OIR Capabilities”

▸ Building the facilities 
is not enough - they 
need to be accessible



FOLLOW-UP ECOSYSTEM



WHAT IS                ?
▸ Partnership of programmably-accessible telescope facilities, 

available in queue-scheduling mode 

▸ Designed to observations easier and more efficient



USE CASES

▸ Rapid-alert science 

▸ Time-window science 

▸ Large-catalog science



USE-CASE 1: SCIENCE ENABLED BY RAPID ALERTS

From LSST Science Book v2.0



Orbits of known Potentially Hazerdous Asteroids [Credit: JPL]

USE-CASE 1: SCIENCE ENABLED BY RAPID ALERTS



USE-CASE 1: SCIENCE ENABLED BY RAPID ALERTS



SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS - RAPID RESPONSE

▸ Ability to request observations at short notice 

▸ Need to manage high rate of ToO interruptions, gracefully 

▸ Coordination of observations from multiple facilities 

▸ Observations required sometimes contingent on observations from 
other instruments/facilities 

▸ Status information 

▸ Rapid access to data products 

▸ Needed to determine future observations 

▸ Ideally, reduced data products



USE-CASE 2: TIME-DOMAIN STUDIES OF EVOLVING TARGETS
▸Monitoring the evolution of objects over a range of timescales - 

minutes, days, weeks, months, years 

▸May depend on evolving behavior of target

▸ Supernovae 

▸ Detection of rare outbursts 

▸ Eruptions of CVs 

▸ Neutron star/BH accretion 
events 

▸ LBV outbursts 

▸ Accretion in Pre-Main-
Sequence stars 

▸ Lensing events Credit: GSFC



USE-CASE 2: TIME-DOMAIN STUDIES OF EVOLVING TARGETS
▸Monitoring the behavior of objects over a range of timescales - 

minutes, days, weeks, months, years 

▸Monitoring objects within constrained time-windows

▸ Measuring periodicities 

▸ Asteroseismology 

▸ RR Lyrae 

▸ Planetary transits 

▸ Brown dwarf weather 

▸ …

Credit: NASA



SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS - MONITORING EVOLUTION

▸ Ability to request observations at intervals over extended 
timeframe 

▸ Intervals need to suit target behavior, not the TAC 

▸ But minimize travel/load on personnel 

▸ Ability to adapt observations to behavior of target 

▸ Cadence, exposure, instrument, facility



SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS - TIME CONSTRAINED OBSERVATIONS

▸ Ability to observe targets within specific windows 

▸ E.g. transits, occultations 

▸ Simultaneous observations from multiple instruments 

▸ E.g. Simultaneous photometry + spectra to distinguish 
transits from stellar activity



USE-CASE 3: LARGE CATALOG PROGRAMS
▸ Systematic observation of large sample of targets 

▸ Not necessarily time-domain

▸ E.g. Variable Star One-shot Spectrum Project

From: Dall et al., 2007, A&A, 470, 1201



SCIENTIFIC REQUIREMENTS - LARGE CATALOG PROGRAMS

▸ Ability to conduct observations over many nights easily 
and in a cost-effective way 

▸ Coordinating observations across different facilities 

▸ Benefits from developments driven by other use-cases



FACILITY SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL GOALS

▸ Should incorporate a range of commonly-requested facilities and instruments,  

▸ Include facilities suitable to follow-up current and near-future surveys 

▸ Aperture, wavelength range, geographic location 

▸ Observations can be requested programmatically 

▸ Flexible common language for observations and status information 

▸ Travel to facility/remote observing not required 

▸ Queue-scheduling of observations as often as possible 

▸ Does not have to be 100% queue-scheduled 

▸ Observations executed by observatory or staff 

▸ Robotic operation NOT required 

▸ Ideally, data accessible from online archive



▸ Partnership between LCO, NOAO, SOAR and Gemini 

▸ In talks with additional facility partners

CURRENT STATUS



CURRENT STATUS
▸ SOAR/Goodman observations can now be requested via LCO 

portal 

▸ SOAR operating in AEON mode for pre-allocated nights in 2019B 

▸ LCO, SOAR and Gemini observations can be programmably 
requested using the TOM Toolkit 

▸ Gemini preparing systems re-development optimized for AEON



FUTURE GOALS

▸ Build partnerships with more observatories 

▸ Community discussion about time allocation processes 

▸ Develop joint scheduler to coordinate simultaneous/
coordinated observations?


